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An epic fantasy with an emphasis on role-playing that will allow you to completely enjoy the game
through the stories. An action RPG that will allow you to completely enjoy the game through the
battles that take place. The gameplay is unique. With a wide range of characters to select, a
variety of maps and dungeons to explore, and various kinds of attacks to use, you will find
yourself immersed in a variety of gameplay elements. Additional Information DLCs; -New name
character: Based on the story of R.M.R., please notice that the original name character's name
was deleted. You can give him a new name during the game in the character customization menu.
-Fairytale Weapon "King of Swords". -World of Ruin and Heaven. Fairytale Weapon "King of
Swords". -King of Swords (New Spell). King of Swords (New Spell). -Aurora Court. Aurora Court.
Changes in the new version: ・Land: You can now see the nearby bonfire. ・Travel: You can now
see the command center. ・Map: You can now see the map to move or to move. ・Devotions: You
can now see the name of a character that is asleep, and the name of a character that died.
・Inventory: You can now see the items that you have obtained. ・Status: You can now see the
status of the character. ・Combat: You can now see the condition of the character. ・Battle: You
can now see the hidden attack ability of the character. ・Battle: You can now see the name of the
ability used in battle, and the name of the ability that was used. ・Battle: You can now see the
conditions for maximum damage. ・Battle: The terms of damage increase have been changed.
・Battle: You can now see the difference between attack and max damage. ・Battle: The attack
left, attack right, and self-counters are now displayed. ・Battle: Boss attacks and Special Attacks
that increase the attack left and right can now be displayed. ・Battle: The time to use special
abilities has been changed. ・Battle: The amount of damage received by the attack has been
changed. ■Installation method

Features Key:
CM-XG vs RBY: A balanced battle engine, which takes advantage of the lovely CM-XG universe,
targets a hectic storyline, and is deeply balanced so that you can enjoy it at any level.
A VERY varied and significantly large play area in an 8-bit RPG style. It features open and
connected 3D dungeons, fields, and other areas such as townspaces.
A Drama that reads like a novel, from the monologue dialogue to the interaction among the
characters as they progress through the story.
In-depth Customization options such as character creation.
A bewilderingly large number of customization options for the game environment.
A battle system that supports touch-and-swipe controls, allowing for high levels of customizable
and varied battles without any restrictions.
A rich battle history featuring 300+ heroes and 100+ weapons, full of a variety of tactical
gimmicks.
Encompasses hundreds of scenarios with an overabundance of events.
Huge numbers of various enemies/monsters and a full inventory system.
Completely original characters and dialogue that are unparalleled in the industry.
Advanced AI and impressive graphics for a AAA title in the field.
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